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It is required that you simply read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If
you have any doubts, get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other
competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not
intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of
different contractual arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper
is accurate and up to date and that all products, services, technical
architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are accurate and
up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed without
notice, and they can never be considered a signatory agreement of advice.

No Advice: 
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a
legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also
doesn't constitute any form or a part of any opinion which will be
construed as advice, or which will be wont to sell or solicit any offer by
Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any
effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an investment
decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the website are entirely liable for determining what, if any,
taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or authors
are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability
RULE shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of
this website's material, including written material, links to third-party
sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully
informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the
financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, is one of the
riskiest investing options. there is a chance you'll lose your whole
investment.

Investment risks
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and isn't fitted for all
investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of
expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies,
tokens, or any other digital asset.

L E G A L  D I S C L A I M E R



Squid Coin is a community token based on games that were created
primarily to provide a haven for game enthusiasts. Our major purpose
is to provide users with a safe and secure environment where they
may use their crypto for rewards, storage, and the purchase or sale of
NFT. We focus on the demands of our gamer community members as
a gaming community-generated token.

Squid Coin is a new next-generation gaming platform. The primary
distinction between Squid and traditional games is that our players
are rewarded for their contributions to the ecosystem through the
use of Blockchain economic design. This new gaming model has been
dubbed "play to earn." Thousands of players from developing
countries have joined Squid in search of a new source of income
during the Covid pandemic.

Squid Coin launches a game that is based on our global auto-
translated platform. Anyone from all around the world can enjoy it
without a language barrier. But to earn coins gamers have to
participate in games and need to survive in metaverse games.

Squid coin offers IDO, IDOs offer businesses a tool for engaging their
communities in an economy that both enriches their products and
services while allowing them to make smart business decisions
regarding their assets.

We provide gaming services without the use of a human or business
intermediary. The system is safe, and the software and transactions
have been proven to be trustworthy and fair. When you consider how
simple it is to earn money by playing the Squid Coin game, it's clear to
see why Squid Coin Gaming is the gaming token of the future.

01. INTRODUCTION



Our goal is to combine gaming with cryptocurrency by creating a
user-controlled ecosystem that allows users to transact both ways
using our token, allowing gamers, investors, and content producers
to make money while immersed in a unique world.

Squid coin intends to break down barriers in the gaming industry by
allowing players to stake and trade with the squid currency inside
the game's marketplace. Here, players can sell items they've
discovered, made, or earned throughout the game to one another.

Our games will always be free to play, and owing to our novel
tokenomics and tax structure, they will also let players or users earn
money while playing. We see a future in which wealth-building
tactics that were previously only available to the wealthy are made
widely available, restoring people's authority over their financial
systems. We're incredibly stable and dedicated to building the
world's first truly decentralised and privacy-focused ecosystem.

The squid currency network is built with no limits in mind, letting
users to earn a living by staking, farming, or adding tokens to the
liquidity pool to gain incentives. Allow players to earn squid coins
while playing games. We want users to be able to participate in our
token without having to trust anyone, while yet maintaining their
privacy, security, and liberty.

Provide an opportunity to earn squid coins while playing games. We
want to provide people with the ability to participate with our token
without having to trust anybody while preserving their privacy,
security, and autonomy. 

02. Mission



03. Vision

We aim "cryptocurrency to be in every portfolio." We envision a
society in which wealth-building tactics that were previously
solely available to the wealthy are made open to everyone,
restoring people's control over our financial institutions. 

Squid Coin will build a revolutionary gaming ecosystem to
attract more people to digital assets. It will create a safe and
secure legal crypto online gaming platform that is positioned for
global adoption with no limitations, allowing users to earn a
handsome income while maintaining their privacy, security, and
autonomy. 

With the squid currency platform, we want to establish an
environment built on reasonable monetary regulations, with a
robust and solid decentralised foundation.



04. METAVERS

The squid coin is a virtual world where players can create, control,
and monetize their game experiences using squid currency, the
platform's utility token, on the Ethereum blockchain.
Our goal is to provide a fully immersive metaverse where players
may collaborate to develop virtual worlds and games without the
need for a centralized authority. By giving artists actual ownership of
their projects as non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and rewarding their
participation with our utility token – squid coin – we hope to upset
incumbent game makers like Minecraft and Roblox.

The centralized ownership and control of user-generated material in
the present game market restricts creative rights and ownership.
Players are unable to generate fair value for their creations because
of central control over the selling of virtual items made by them.
Furthermore, proving creative ownership of works can be
challenging, especially as content is copied, edited, and expanded
upon.

we are introducing multiverse survival games on this platform. To
participate in these games gamers need to buy Squid  Coins. Coins
of Squid "metaverse survive Games" are now available. Survivors
NFTs and Squid coins holders will be able to play the game online.
Multiplayer games will be added, with gamers receiving their
character special powers in battle based on NFT traits, such as
legendary NFT holders receiving the most advanced game character
enabled to play the game. The winners of the dual fighting game will
receive Squid coins as a prize.  Participants have to survive to earn
rewards and Squid coins.



The video gaming enterprise is big and shows no symptoms of
slowing down. While there had been almost a billion video game
enthusiasts internationally in 2015, this discern is expected to
upward push to over 3 billion game enthusiasts by 2023

The Asia Pacific region is at the heart of the global video game
business. According to estimates, there have been over 1.5 billion
video game enthusiasts inside the area in 2020, generating a
mixed sales of 78.3 billion U.S. Greenbacks. This represents
almost double sales in the second largest area, North America.
Given how much money a gamer donates to his or her hobbies, it
is not surprising that the gaming business is worth billions -
international players have spent an average of more than 123
U.S. Dollars on gaming over a 3 month period in 2018, which
protected purchases on full games, downloads, and assisting stay
streamers.

.

05. Global Gaming Industry
Number of active video gamers worldwide from 2015 to 2023

 



06. CoreValues

Stabi l i ty

Fairness

Community

Transparency

We intend to create a stable and growing platform that
encourages users to maintain the money in order to receive
rewards by utilizing our unique and innovative tokenomics
contained in our smart contract. Each of the core development
team's wallet addresses will be visible on the website from the
beginning, letting anybody examine their transactions at any
time.

In gaming, it's always been about the community. We want our
community to believe in and support our project by obtaining
regular updates via squid coin and earning money by holding
the coin. Our goal is to take our audience on a journey from
conception to completion, including everything in between.

Our free-to-play model, along with our one-of-a-kind environment,
will provide the fairest and transparent gaming economy ever
seen. You know precisely what you're receiving when you buy
something in the game, and it has real-world value. If you wish to,
you can always sell your items later for a profit. There will be no
more gambling or treasure boxes. What you see is exactly what
you get.

For far too long, cryptocurrency ventures have been able to get
away with dubious practices and hidden development teams. We
want to blow the roof off with crystal-clear objectives, a face for
each member of our amazing and ever-growing workforce, and
trackable accounts reflecting what we spend through our
development wallet.



07. Staking

squid coin works on the BSC platform, which is eco-friendly,
working on a proof of stake BSC staking ensures users' funds are
safe by leveraging effective security measures and providing
Secure Asset Fund for Users (SAFU). Our staking method at the
time of writing is arguably one of the safest and most eco-friendly
methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive income. 

The platform stores all staked coins using a secure wallet and a
double-checking system. As more and more people, including
institutional investors, realize the crypto market's lucrativeness,
crypto staking is fast becoming a trend of earning passive income
by simply holding or locking funds in a wallet. Since staking cryptos
requires some technical crypto know-how and damming
requirements, squid Coin staking platforms come in handy to allow
investors, even those without technical knowledge of cryptos, to
stake PoS coins and earn rewards. For only a percentage of your
staking rewards, the staking platform lends you their technical
expertise and validates stakes on your behalf, enabling you to earn
passive income. The substantial growth of crypto staking has seen
a boom in staking platforms allowing investors to earn staking
rewards seamlessly. If you're thinking of making passive income
through staking Then squid coin is a fantastic option.



8.1Sovereign
system

08. benefits of Staking

A decentralized global currency complete with an
efficient infrastructure

8.2SECURITY

High Speed

LOW FEES

It has inherent security which is essential to maintaining
the integrity of a ledger

It has high speed transaction rate than others that
makes him fast and unique than other

squid coin runs on BSC which has one very low
transaction fees

Uniqueness

Decentralized

Squid coin is a decentralized token with a NFT focus. 

Data is replicated in a distributed network of nodes, 
thus eliminating several present risks when data is
stored centrally. There is no single point of failure 
in the case of Squid app.

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6



09. Why Static?
The reflected method successfully enables coin holders to hold
their coins     depending on percentages completed and total coins
owned by owners. Static rewards play an important part in
addressing a variety of issues in order to provide investors with
earnings depending on the number of coins exchanged in the
market. This method is designed to satisfy early adopters who want
to sell their coins after earning high APYs.

This method attempts to relieve some of the negative sell pressure
on the coins that have been created by early adopters selling their
coins after harvesting insanely high APYs. Second, the reflecting
mechanism encourages holders to keep their coins in order to
earn greater kick-backs, which are calculated as a proportion of the
total coins owned by the owner.

Sometimes burns are important, and sometimes they aren't. In the
early days, a continuous burn on a single protocol may be
convenient, but it implies the burn cannot be limited or regulated
in any manner. Burns that are managed by the team and elevated
based on accomplishments assist to keep the community informed
and rewarded.

The conditions and proportions of the automatic burn may be
marketed and monitored. squid coin intends to execute a long-
term burn strategy that is both helpful and gratifying for people
who participate. Furthermore, manual burns assist in rewarding
and informing the community. The manual burn's circumstances
and quantities are publicized and monitored. The burning of squid
coin will continue after every transaction. burnt is shown on our
website readout, allowing for more transparency in determining
the current circulating supply at any one moment.

10. Burning



11. Squid NFT
squid coin NFT is a vital part of our ecosystem dealing with NFT'S.
Non-fungible coins (NFTs) are unique, non-interchangeable assets,
minted on-chain. squid coin NFT is the Gaming themed series of NFT
Creation and trading platforms, Unlike general NFT trading platforms,
squid coin NFT will be the decentralized protocol that supports NFT
creators, buyers and sellers. These coins can be linked to anything
from digital squid coins. The core attributes of NFTs give them unique
value and categorically separate them from other types of assets.
These properties include being verifiably unique and indivisible. The
transparent nature of the underlying code means that the scarcity
and ownership of any given coin are evident without the need for a
trusted intermediary. We view the emergence of NFTs as a
continuation of a paradigm shift from centralized to decentralized
systems. This framework is now unlocking fresh business models for
the creators of digital and physical collectables. squid coin is a widely
known NFT project. The underlying coin for each squid coin encodes
a unique genome that defines its appearance, traits, and hereditary
linage. squid coin cannot be replicated and cannot be transferred
without the user's permission.

Easily Transferable

12. Valuables of NFT

The transfers of NFTs are centred on their uniqueness and indivisibility,
thus the coins are sold and purchased on a unique market.

Ownership Rights

NFTs are based on blockchain technologies. Consequently, you must be
confident that your NFT is right, as counterfeiting a decentralized and
permanent record is difficult.

This is a network of open platforms the size of an NFT, with no buyer
having the ability to modify the data later.

12.1

12.2

12.3

Trustworthy



13. THE ICO OPPORTUNITY

Imagine a place where everyone can Buy, Sell, share, control and
manage the game and participate in  games.

Imagine an entire chain of blocks, users, data open and free without
intermediaries… “This is squid coin”

Imagine the perfect combination of gaming and cryptocurrency
which offering Rewards, staking sharing/Buying/Selling under an
umbrella 

squid coin aims to open up the Virtual gaming ecosystem based on
three massive opportunities by enabling:

Earning opportunities to everyone without any discrimination.

Stake, Hold, Buy, or Sell squid coin to earn passive income.

Enjoy Ownership of coin in shape of rewards.



14.  Challenges 

Creating a platform for managing virtual products takes time and money. Time to
market is slowed by the complexity of maintaining a virtual economy on
proprietary technology. Additional challenges arise as a result of security
considerations.
 
Lack of value gamification 
Content management systems and forum software both lack value-based
gamification capabilities. Users are not compensated in real-world currency for
their participation or contribution. 
 

In essence, virtual objects are licenced to the player and are frequently only
accessible for use on their own platforms. They may be controlled, misplaced, or
taken away from the user with no recourse. Genuine transparency is lacking.
 
Locked in and Centralized 
The majority of digital products and currencies are linked to a specific individual
and are not transferrable. It's inconvenient and difficult to trade goods outside
of the gaming area. If a player is banned, all of their equipment and cash are
forfeited.

For decentralised money and assets in games, there are presently no generally
acknowledged standards. Users have no idea what to expect because the user
experience is frequently an afterthought.

 
Payment Fraud 
According to estimates, every genuine virtual transaction results in the loss of 7.5
virtual goods due to fraud. . Manipulation or chargebacks can occur when assets
are kept and handled online. Scammers wreak havoc on the game's reputation,
and merchants are burdened with additional costs.
 
High Fees and Slow Transactions 
To execute virtual goods transactions, game producers and communities rely on
third-party systems. Gamers face delays, a sluggish cash flow, and hefty
transaction costs.

 
No open standards 

 
Expensive & time-consuming 

 
Lack of True Ownership & Rarity 



IDO
50%

prize
30%

adviosr
5%

staking
5%team

5%

15. Token Distribution

All tokens belonging to staking, team, private sale, IDO, advisor,  
and prize.

10,000,000
SQD 

Distribution
       10,000,000 SQD

30% prize
5% adviosr
5% staking
5% team
5% private sale
50% IDO



16. Tokenomics

The entry price for entering the game
In-game purchase 
A player can be Monetizing from donation and prize

SquidCoin(SQD) is a currency that can use inside the Metaverse
Survivor game.

Participants (User) should pay for entry and many other benefits on
the ecosystem and service benefit.
The audience can also donate their SQD to participants. 
Lastly, Users can have prizes with SQD and donated SQD. They can
use it for another game or buying products on the metaverse
universe.

The company also will generate profit with additional advertisements
and IP selling products.
Our company buys and burns SQD to make it stable with that profit.
Making Closed-loop drive SQD value continuously.
 

17. Token Details

Auto Reflection

Token Name

Token Symbol

Total Supply 

Blockchain

Type

Squid Coin

SQD

10,000,000

Ethereum

ERC-20



18. Roadmap

2021 4Q 

2022 2Q

2022 1Q 

IDO on Uniswap, team
building, fund raising

developing Global Platform
, NFT, Stable Coin announcing

Launching global platform, pre-sale of
ICO, Beta version of Survior Game

2022 3Q 
ICO, burning portion of SQD 

2022 4Q 
 launching the survivor game
Lunching real Global Squid Game

2024 

2023 3,4Q 

2023 1,2Q 

 launching VR-based Squid Game

 Offline Survivor Event

 launching NFT Market




